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Railroad ; Mr. Henry Keep and Mr. M. L. Sykes, of the Chicago and North-

western Railroad ; Mr. Sidney Dillon and Mr. Jay Gould, of the Union
Pacific Railroad ; Mr. William II. Fargo, of the American Express Com-
pany ; Mr. Frederic Lovejoj', of Adams' Express Company, and the Super-

intendent of the Union Pacific Express Company. The cordial appre-

ciation by these gentlemen of the fact that the work in which we were en-

1 was one of a purely scientific character, and as such was one to which

every reasonable facility should be furnished, was as gratifying to us as it

\va> honorable to them. I should fail to do exact justice were I to omit

mention of the service rendered us by Mr. J. J. Dickey, the Superintendent

of the Union Pacific Telegraph; Mr. E. Dickenson, Superintendent of the

Laramie Division; Mr. R. M. Galhraith, Superintendent of the Repair Shops

at Rawlins ; Major Thornburgh, Commanding Officer at Fort Fred Steele,

with Capt. Bisbee and Surgeon De Witt, his associates in the service
;

Mr. Lawrence Hayes, of the Railroad Hotel, and to Mr. J. B. Silvis, of

the photographic car. "Of the citizens of Rawlins," says Dr. Draper, "it

is only necessary to say that wc never even put the lock on the door of the

observatory, and not a thing was disturbed or misplaced during our ten

days of residence, though wc had many visitors."

The agreeable party, the pleasant surroundings, the charming weather,

the kindness of friends, and above all, the capital success of the observa-

tions, make the Draper Eclipse Expedition an exceedingly pleasant

memory to us all.

.Votes on a series of Analyses of tlie Dobmiitic Limestone Rocks of Ctimber-

land County, Pa., made by Messrs. Hartshorne and ffariranft in the

Laboratory of the Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania. By J. P.

Lesley, State Geologist.

(Bead before the American PhiU>*o)>liical Soviet;/, October \Sth, 1878.)

\t a meeting of the American Philosophical Society , Dec. 20, 1877, I

ribed the progress of an elaborate Investigation which 1 had instituted

for the purpose of determining whether or not any fixed or rational order

of deposition could be observed in oar Lower Silurian, or Siluro-Oambrian

ian Formation i No. 1 1).

• ted a tine exposure made by the rock cut of the Northern Central

• in the wresl bank of tin' (Susquehanna river, opposite Barrisburg,

whei i the beds, all conformable and all dipping

ilarly about 80 to the southward, afforded ;i good opportunity for col

lectin • of specimens for analysis, one at the bottom and the other

at tin- tup of the «ui , ami great can wrai taken to survey the cut, mark the

bed* (from i to 115) and be ipecimens in two parallel series ; so
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that any lack of homogeneousness in any bed might be detected by analy-

ses of two specimens taken from places in the edge of the bed from 5 to

30 feet apart, according to the depth of the cut, and sometimes by the se-

lection of a third and intermediate specimen, many of the analyses of indi-

vidual specimens being also repeated.

The investigation was continued throughout the winter by Mr. Henry

Hartshorne, and completed during the summer by Mr. Hartratift ; and I

now find myself able to bring some oj the results to the notice of the Society

in the form of tables, (1) of analyses, and (3) of averages. At a future

time I will be able to carry the discussion of averages still further, and

can then venture to base upon them some hypothetical conclusions of great

interest to geologists who occupy themselves with the problem of the

genesis of our limestone deposits.

Table I, gives the whole series of analyses made ; but includes only the

determinations of Carbonate of Lime, Carbonate of Magnesia, and Insolu-

ble Matter; omitting the determinations of oxide of iron, alumina, sul-

phur, phosphorus and carbon.

This table shows to the eye, without need of a diagram, the remarkable

alternations of limestone beds with dolomitoid beds throughout the series.

Table I.

Analyses of specimens taken from railroad cuttings opposite Harrisburg ;

in two series : one at railroad grade ; the other near the top of tlie cut.

Note, when the analysts was rap—tod, with slight difference, the average is

given ; but the instances of this are few.
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Beds 1—50
" 51 —100
" 100 —115
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TABLE 6. LimeCarb. Magnesia Carb. Insol. Matter.

(A) 95.05 2.21 2.40

(B) 63.41 28.22 7.24

but if we throw out the 5 abnormal analyses, we get the slightly different

general average :- \

TABLE 7. Lime Carb. Magnesia Carb. Insol. Matter.

(A) 95.77 2.06 1.42

(B) 63.41 28.22 7.24

and this must be taken as the best expression of the chemical distinction

between the purer and the more magnesian limestone layers of our Siluro-

Cambrian (Calciferous-Sandstone) Formation, No. II, which we can

make at present.

It shows plainly enough that the magnesian limestones are very far

from being typical dolomites.

It shows also that the presence of magnesia at the expense of lime is

connected normally with a high percentage of alumina silicate.

This, it seems to me, goes one step towards settling the mechanical theory

of the origin of the magnesian carbonate on a sound basis. Although we
may have to seek long for the source of the sediment, as a whole it must

have a source which is common also to the (day.

Difficulties multiply upon ns in studying such data. No satisfactory

planation of the bedplate structure of the mass has yet been offered. If

the deposit be In the main mechanical and not chemical, it is s 1 range that

such sharp distinctions between layer and layer should have been made in

the bed of a deep ocean. It is still more strange, that (on this hypothesis)

strongly marked local abnormal analyses should be encountered.

This leads me to say that the above investigation is imperfect because

carried on in a vertical plane only. It should now be repeated in a hori-

zontal plane. It is desirable to learn whether the geographical changes

may not be great enough to convert a limestone bed here into a dolomitoid

there, half a mile (or perhaps 100 yards) distant. If this prove true (and

the possibility of it is indicated by the abnormal analyses), then a new
difficulty arises In the way of a sound theory of the origin of the bed plates

,

and confuses still more any mechanical theory of the sediments.

Finally, it is evident from Table 4, that if we take 50 beds together and

compare them with the 50 lying next beneath them, in other words, when
we compare together two masses of the formation one or two hundred feet

thick, —it is evident that, in one long age of deposit, more clay and magnesia

were present in the ocean than in the preceding (or succeeding) long age.

Wehave then a large curve of variation, including many small curves,

much more strongly marked than in the large one ; like the monthly curves

superposed upon the annual path of the moon.

Were it not reckless to hazard a suggestion that the source of the mag-
nesian element is to be sought for in some theory of the ejection and distri-

bution of volcanic dust, so that each short time of volcanic disturbance
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has left its own record in a dolomite bed, —we might proceed one step

further and find in the larger differences indicia of ages of greater or less

volcanism.

Daubreein his "Synthetical Studies and Experiments on Metamorphism,

&c," says (see Smithsonian Report for 1861, page 269) :

"We know that certain dolomites result from the transformation of

limestone. This epigeny may be explained by the action of combinations

of magnesia or carbonate of lime. There is, however, nothing to prove-

that this transformation into dolomite has always been produced by the

game agents, and that the dolomite of Campo-Longo, for instance, with its

tourmalines, corundums and various minerals, is to be assimilated with

the dolomite of the other parts of the Alps and of Nice, or those which are

near the deposits of calamine in Belgium.

But there are dolomites, and this is the case with the greatest numbers

situated in regular beds, which are often horizontal, constituting very ex-

tensive geognostic formations. When they contain remains of testaceous

molluscs the shell lias disappeared ; they are often crystalline and riddled

with holes in such a way as to suggest a substitution. It is possible that

the principal part of these last dolomites was directly precipitated. But

on account of the disappearance of the shells we must admit, with Elie de

Beaumont, that this second case allies itself with the first, by the reaction

which the medium has exerted on the matter precipitated, a reaction of such

a kind that the carbonate of lime has disappeared. Indeed we notice that

pure limestone never alternates with them."

This is certainly not the case in respect of t lie 11.') beds of our section
;

for certainly the limestone beds of Table 7 (A), page 121 above, with only

8 p. e. carb. mag. ami 1.4 p. c. insol. matter, have a right to be classed

with pure limestones.

The disappearance of shells by solution is not one of the noticeable fea-

tures of the limestone strata under discussion in this paper : and they do

nut, as a rule, exhibit any cavities assignable to such a cause. They are

noa-fossillferoas, not because of the destruction of fossils, but because of

:>-eiiee of large forms of life in the original sediments.

The rosea rohns of Mr. B. T. Eardman, of the Gtaologioal Survey of ire

land, published in No. 7 of the Proceedings of the K. Irish Academy, Vol.

II, Ser. II, .Ian. 1S7T, valuable as they are, give us little assistance, be-

OaOBf his sprrimens were taken from the walls of caverns in cavernous

HmestoneSi when' oMtasometic action »rae in open activity.

In the .Jahrhuch der K. K. Col. Relcheanstalt, xxv, 1875, P.W8,
mm Doeltei and Homesdisooss the subject ami assign L to the slightly

iiiaL'nes'uin limestones a directly Organic Origin ; 2. to sporadic normal dol

osaftaaa Islet naetsaaotphosii by percolation ;
:i to the largest part of the

doioinitoi.i rot sal organic origin, with •ubseojne&l change of the

foeailH by altsdurin shortly after deposition, and still later

Hah la) Ion and concent ration.


